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Tuitic»n for the fall $em ester can ·
be paid now. Deadline is less
than
a month llway, · ·
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Chris Miller ·
alternative is elimination or reduc- student tuition fees . for . all
. All UNM students will. have to . tion ofsome services/' he said~
students.~' he said.
··pay a fee for the use of laboratory
The primary funding of the Stu- · Laboratory fees will be about ·
and x-ray $ervices at the Student
Hea.lth Center begin!ling Friday. ·
dent Health Center is from student one-half the com munity rate and
.·
.
tuition fees which are inadequate to charges for x•.-ays willcases, l.es!l>
. .
The Student Health Center haf meet .the . current budget re .. than one:half of the community
been operating in ·the red for the· quirements, Ber.es sa.id. "Charging rate. Fees for laboratory services
last few ·years, and the installat.ion a small additional fee to those 'will average about $4. Examples of
of the fees is l;leing done as a last . students· who use the services of the charges for .x-ray services ar'e $9 for
resort, said Dr •. J~seph S, Beres, health center, yve_think, is more fair a chest x-ray, $15 for a skull x-ray,
health center director. "T~~ .only than across-the-b~ard increase in $9 for a foot x7ray and $6 for a knee
x-ray. These fees will be covered
under the current student health in~urance policy.

UNM's HHith Center opetetts In the red~
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u.. BOokstore. FB.ces·- Rival
.

The Student Bookstore loetted across from the UNM campus at 2122
Central
ope~s Auaust 1. The bookstore. whicl' specializes hi Used
books, offers a shoppina alternative for UNM students.
.
· The manaaef .Kc.vin McKiernan i~ part-owner orthe Student ~kstore . · ·
which is number fifteen in a successful chain. The chain originated in the
/
1920's in the Midwest. Withonlyoneca~pus bookstoreand UNM'sgrowing enrollment, Albuquerque was a li'kely choice tor the new bookstore.
•
At the Student Bookstore; used textbooks are bouaht year-round at half
the current publisher's list price. McKiernan buys books at the same.SOY1
of the list price from wholesale used book companies.
McKiernan has obtained.professors• boO.klists for the fall semester from · ·
tlielJ.~¥Jt~9k~.\d~~Q~d,t~ ~.sun fillin~iorlter~..w!~h used·t~~t..s•. ! •• ~~:: ·: "-;~~-!; _...., . .
· Ta'"flU"otders, the'li'laniger corit~Wts 'o1her olitlets m the cham before'~~~ .t .......,.. • A
ing to jobbers and publishers. This. Md,iernan ~ys, k~ps the prices • · .
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Correction ·
,,..at!._.,_

... *Last :'week's LOBO reP<;'fted that

Rl 0 R$

former UNM patrolman Peter M.
Caron had·. not filed suit in U.S.
District Court to get his job back•.
This was incorrect due to a
typographical error. Caron has fit.
ed suit, and has asked the federal
court in. Albuquerque to issue an
order reinstating him, Caron was
fired last September by UNM
Police for refusing to take a lie
detector test in connection with a
campus theft.

t~4'U • lU

At the Student Bookstore, used teXtbooks are bought yearround at half~he cu,ent publis!Jer's/1-t price .

.

·:,"

UNM is one of the last schools in
the country to institute the additional fees, Beres said. ·

-

'
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The in-patient infirmary will be
closed for six· weeks beginning Fri·
day. The small'number of patients
who use the facilities during the
summer months does not justify the
cost of keeping it open, Beres said. .

.
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Anita Pisarra

.
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The bookstore will include tradebooks as well as textbooks. Gift items,
school supplies and a Hallmark line will also be inCluded. The emp'hasis for
selection will be on'meetina the needs of the· student community.
r
The textbooks Will be arr~ged alp~abetically by academic departments . ,· • ~oo.
· · ·
, !f~::i; ~... ~.
with. subdivisions by cout~ number. The tradebOoks WiU be arranged bf··~· · .
· "'• ••ilftJ:4•PftC:;;::~J,;;~~~~:;
· .subject. . . ,: · . ·_ . · -~· -~._' -~ ~ . > · : .; · ;/. ·. ·- ~·· -~-:JUNM,._ C.mpus Bookstote will soon meet up with soms com-·
the· new St~dent ·BOokstore hopes to have competitive pric~; with the',
··
come August A New booksto'• 8 c,ossliom c•rnpus on
.UNM :Bookstore Wi~h an-emphasis 'in areat~r qua~titi~p(JI~ J?ook~....
wlil offer t;,Jtt books •t cuuetes.
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That·. Old.
Thri II

.,

1 ;

l·s Gone
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Last year's bicentennial fever has
all but fizzeled out. One year after
the United State's biggest commercial bombardment of the century,
the fourth of July spirit and enthusiasm has seemed to disappear.
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. the people of Albuquerque last
patades and
year were·· treated
gigantic firework displays to
celebrate the Fourth. This year .
th.ere won't be any parades and only one firewQ.rk disl)lay.
..
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A fireworks. display, sponsqred
by "American Legion•Ca:rlisleBennet Post 13., will be put on Sunday, ..fulyJ, at 8 p.m. in. University
Stadium. k will cost $1.25 for
adults and SO tents for children. ·.
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PhOto b'j W. T. Hunt
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~ Merchant Smells a Rat
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PRICES.
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All lUST THE BEGINNING
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iynne Moyer

110

Yc>u've just finished a good meal
in an· Albuquerque restaurant and
~ · feel liRe indulgins your sweet tooth,
iii: so you .decide
order a piece of
cheesecake.
·
';!'••. Pepeoding o~ your local
. ~ . restaurant, the pnce could range
ll.. any·wn~:re fr()in '0 to 80 cents for a
sliver· of cheesecake made at the·
·Cheesecake · · Factory
in ·
· Albuquerque. · .
.· .
··
If you ate at Carraro's Pizza on .
Cornell Drive, you wouldn't be abl.e
to buy cheesecake at ~11.
o

·6

.to

z

Last May, Joe Carraro, owner of
Carraro's Pizza, said he was in"
formed that the price of his
cbeesecake would have to be raised
from a modeSt SO tO 65 cents ()r his
c)leesecake SUpply W()Uld be
discontinued.
Other m'erchants in the university
area .complained that Carraro was
selling the cheesecake cheaper ·than
NewMexieo
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In TV Rea_lity·.

"'

~

Sun._11·5 Closed Tues.

them . They refused to buy from . regpJar. customer, because his •.~
the Cheesecake F11ctory \lntil · orders were sporatic and when tl\e
Carraro raised his prices tci match cbeesecakes were deliverel;i Carraro
Richard L. Scheiber
theirs, Carrara s!lid.
. wouldn't accept them.
The threat of rain rooved the second in the series of "Lectures under the
"I refused because I just do.n't , "I can't run a truck over there Stars" into the SUB ballroom Monday night as Dr. Rqbert Sklar spoke on
like to be told I have to set a certain once a month just to have him tell "RealitY and Television".
price," Carraro said,
. me he doesn't want· the
Sklar is a noted American film historian, critic, and author of the.
Carraro said be already makes a cheesecake,'' M11ger said,
book Movle·Made Amerh;a.
profit by charging SO cents a slice,
".That never . happened/' .said
Sklar began his remarks with the question, "Whut is television
and if he charged a higher price, it Cararro when told- that his criticism?" He suggested.that, "The goal of televisi()n criticism should be
would affect his. customers which establishment had -been accuseil of t() aid all of us who are TV watchers in understanding the type of TV we get
consist m'ostly of university ordering cheesecakes and not ac• · and what our alternatives are." He cautio.ned against.confusing TV·reality
students. "The students shouldn't cepting them.
' with external reality.
have tocarry the load,' • he said. .
"Wt: were , buying two TV reality, Sklar sail), is more easily .understood by cbildren and, "TV
"I ciin't sell cheesecake unless I cheesecakes a week,. not· one a ·can be reassuring.because it can be understo()d easily, whereas real life cansell it at their price, and they bave a month," Carrara said.
.
· not ... We make the reality and then TV takes it and gives it back to us in an
monopoly in. Albuquerque. ~don't
. The. Cheesecake Fa~tory has to altere9 form, TVreality!'
.
.
.
.
have any ch01ce," Cararro. sat d.
grve htm wholesale pnces Carraro
Sklar further noted that the medta can serve as valtdators of real hfe exThe. Wholesale prices ·for a said,· because.he is restaurant imd periences. An example of tbis, he said, is people who take portable radios
cbeesecake from the Cheesecake he uses the cakes for resale.
to sporting events to reinforce the reality of the event they are watching.
Factory is $10.7S, At retail price
Other Albuquerque restaurants · In an historical sense, Sklar said that television relates more closely to
they sell fqr $14.50 eactl, said 'Hy who are. not steady buyers p~y the external reality now with programs like "One Day at a Time~· and "BarelMager, manager of the Cheesecake retail price for their cheesecake, ta" than it did in earlier years with the "Father Knows Best" type of proFactory'~
two
stores
in Mager said.
gramming. Sklar further proposed four types of TV reality: fact based on
."You know, I could have fact (news reporting); historical reality based on fact ("Entebbe", "Tail
Albuquerque.
"l'lLsell him (Cararro) all the resolved this very simply and just Gunner Joe"); TV fiction based on literary fiction ("Rich Man/Poor
ch~esecake he wants.ifit's the retail given in," Carraro said, "but now Man" John Erlichman's upcoming "The Company") and reality based on
price," Mager said.
it's the principle of someone telling fiction (all the awards shows, ''Chailenge of the Network Stars").
Mager said Carraro was ne~wewhat I can and can't do."
· .D.r. Sklar col}c. luded by saying he fe.lt that televi.sion had become m. ore
·
•.
. ,......_
intelligent, sophisticated, and on the whole, better over the past few years. •
· ··
,.:l=;l
There will be no lecture on Monday, July 4. The next free presentation
·-~
(041)'
will be Monday night, July II, at 8 featuring Michael Anthony's "Match

I"'

All other days 10·6
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Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 277·
4102, 277-4202.
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The New Mcxij;:O Daily Lo~o is published_
Monday through Friday every regular week

)

\'

or the University ycar·and weekly during the
summer scs!!lon by tho Board or Student

Publications Orthe University orNcw Mexico,

·and is not ri~;~andally associated with UNM.

Second class .postage paid at AlbuquerfJli~.
New Mexico ·87131. Subscription rate 1s
$10.00 for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Daily. Lobo are those of the
aUthor solely~ Unsigned opinion is that or the

cdilorial board of Tho Dally Lobo. Nothin~

'

pri ntcd in 'l'hfl Daily Lobo ner;essaril:t

represents the views of the UniversitY or New
M'Pvlrr.
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CAMPUS OFFICE
· ORTEGA HALL • ROOM 233
Tu.,Th.,Fri •• 3:30·5:30pm .
Or

July 20 is the last day for TA's and GA's to ap~
ply fOi' parking poermits. Pick Up applications at
pa•Jclns SC,Vlc;es or from your _department secietary.
For more informaHon tontact the GSA office at
277-3803.

• The UN_M Sjmulations ASsoc., will meet Sun"
Ju1}".3 _at noorl itt the_ law _si:hool rm .• 11't~ Anyone
interested is ln\litc-d to attend.
Studenl members are needed lo serve on the plan~
nins commltlee for religion and life week at UNM.
Jtuerestcd students may call Dave Garda. at 277S$28, v.-eekdays fiom l to S p.m.
•

All -~raduatc. taw and medical students are Jn.
vited for corfee and donuts in the GSA offices on
Wed,, July 6 from-10 a.m. until noon, hi the up-

'Sidewalk Sale

living

Over 800 pair at.· savings
of 25-50°/o and more

space
lost
its
luster?
The College Inn is

EarthSho~s

• Birkenstock Sandals

Quality Bags • Pony
Ath
I etic Shoes
..
.
.
.
_July 1·4 only
.

Earth Shoe
-

CoronaCio Center

I

Has
your

While they last·!!

Selected sizes, colors and styles
From $10

293·6530

The first ASUNM Speakers Committee lilef:ling
for the 19'17·78 season will meet Fri., July 1 nt 1
p.m., in room 230 of l~e SUB.

stairs of the SUB.

Ask About

Our 1O·Month
No Interest

Layaway
•

the best place fo~
sonie people to
live. If UNM is in
.your plans this
fall, · drop by and·.
check us out.
• carpeting
• excellent food
• air conditioning
• heated swimming pool
• remodeled
·

.· · The

College

303 Ash St:NE
243-2S81

100
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More Ducky Names Religious Point on Gays Mac!e.
·.

. .
.
·
·
Edito~:
·
·
.
.
·
· Re your search for ducky names, here's mv nominations; .
SPAM, SPAM, SPAllA, SPAM, SF1AM, SPAM, BAKED BEANS, SPAM.
Baked beans is, or course, the cute one.
1
S. Bunker

Editor:
·
· 1 think it is time that someone
from the main line. church spoke
out in behalf of sanity and Christianity. The two are not, as the
words and actions of Ms. Sryant
and her S!!ve Our "Children
followers miaht tend to suggest,
mutually exclusive.
Editor:·
.
These individuals have taken
In response to your. search for names for the eight ducks at the UniversiliPOn
themselves the impossible
ty's artificia( duck pond, I would like to submit the following.
task qf creating the kingdom of
Spot, Spot, Spot, Spot, Spot, Spot, Fluffy, and Spot, .
God on earth. It .is unfortunate
··
Fluffy is, of course, the.cute one.
. C. Carroll American history from the English
Puritan .. pilgrims through our
DOONES.BURY
"manifest destiny" to" the religiopolitics. of Oeacon Carter has
planted" and nurtured the heretical
notion. that America is a holy nation, set abvove the rest of h•Jmanity, It is even more unfortunate that
some
well-intentioned
but
· hopelessly misguided fanatics have
sought to involve the Church and
Christianity in the issue of
legislating morality.

·.

Daily LOBO

· Letters
Editorials
Opinions

Perspective

An Editor's Viewpoint

Not All Hot Air
Is Barometric
By Tim

G~llagher

Hot weather has arrived in New Mexico, bringing with it the accompanying hot air -- and not all of it is in the atmosphere. Summer can mean only
one thing, New Mexico politics is looming on the horizon.
·In this, a so-called "off year," you wouldn't expect much turbulence .in
the New Mexico political wind. And indeed, the mayoral race has created
only mild breezes. But when you consider the 197B senatorial and gubernatorial races, the breezes turn into gusts.
. You'd never guess the elections are almost 16 months away, because
the old rumor mill and friends-making g;~mes are hard at work.
First let's examine the senatorial race where freshman Senataor Pete
Domenici will face a Democratic opponent.
There are quite naturally, a number of politicos in the state who would
like nothing better than to stay out of a race with the popular Domenici.
But Gov. Jerry Apodaca and Atty. Gen. Toney Anaya are not among
those wtm'll avoid Domenici.
Right now, it looks like Pete will be an easy winner in his re-election
campaign unless he pulls a Wayne HavE; act, and the Catholic-boy isn't
about to do that ..But stranger things have happened in this state (just ask
Joe Montoya) and Domenici is, what one expert calls, "running scared."
One source close to Domenici tells us that Domenici is apprehensive
about the election. "He thinks too many people like Anaya, and he's worried about Apodaca's money," our source tells us.
But Domenici might not have too much to worry about. Apodaca and
Anaya are engaged in a type of Reagan-Ford struggle which ruined
Republican presidential chances in 1976.
Apodaca has most of the Democratic bigwigs behind him, and he also
has the financial support of the Pemos. Anaya, on the other has been
painted as a knight in shining armor by most of the state's media, but in
posing for that portrait, Toney has alienated many hard-line'Democrats.
Since both menare prohibited by the New Mexico constitution from
running for another state office in 1978, their possibilities are somewhat
limited. Anaya says he may return to private law pactice and wait until.
1982 when he can again run for state office. The governor may return to
his real estate business and lay in wait for Manuel Lujan's congressional
seat which he may vacate in 1982to run for governor.
In either case, you can bet that no matter which one winds up challenging Domenici, he won't ~ave the other's wholehearted support.

=*****************

· The governor's raceis also shaping up as an interesting one and the list
of candidates is as long as King Kong's arm.
On the Republican side, the eary frontrunner looks to be last time's narrow loser, rancher Joe Skeen. Joe has been getting a lot of print lately and
had made no secret of his roundhouse aspirations.
And Bruce King is back for another go-around on the Democratic side of
the fence. Former Gov. King is up to his old tricks of promising jobs to people before he's even in office. There are several others in the picture, but
King looks like the l)trongest right now.

=*****************

Finally, we have to takea final look at the homefront. Of course, partisan politics is supposed to be non-existent in city government, but if
Harry Kinney isn't a republican, then this page is red and the ink is green.
Kinney plans to run for another mayoral term and the only opponent making .any noise at this point is state representative David Rusk.

Allow me, if you will, a little space to rebut your
pro-Young, anti-South Africa editorial of June

.

~~.

What you, Ambassador Young and it would
seem evervone else In the Western press, fail to
realize is that the problem of White or Black rule in
South Africa is not a question rooted in racism, it is
one of nationalism. The Whites who now rule in
South Africa are descendants of the Afrikaners,
Dutch colonists who came to Africa in the 18th and
19th centuries. They see themselves in essentially
the same position as their grandfathers were in during the Boer War (1899-19021 when they were forced to protect their national integrity against the
British Empire,
If you will spend just a few minutes reading the
outline of Boer history in South Africa I think that
the fact that these people who, much like the first
American colonists, went to South Africa seekino.
religious and economic freedom, have been caught
between the Bantu and the British for most of their
history, cannot escape you.
The primary question in South Africa is not
whether Whites or Blacks should be in power, but
rather whether the culture, farms, homes, and
identity of the Afrikaners will survive as a unique
part of Africa. A people whose whole history has
been lived on the defensive can hardly be blamed

SALE l/4·1/2 off

80«/l/NG .
LANES?

I

for not welcoming with open arms the newest in a
steady wave of would-be conquerors. If Prime
Minister Vorster turns over rule of South Afric;l to
the Blacks today,.what is to prevent the same logic
being applied tp the United States tomorrow.? Do
we really believe we can engineer the ousting of
Vorster and keep Russel Means· out of the White
House?
Grow up, America. What is soup for the goose
may very well prove to be arsenic to the gander.
Let me say that I do not condone racism of any
sqrt on the part of any indivudual. This includes
Ambassador Young. It is particularly offensive to
. me, considering that some of my ancestors were
English, for Mr, Young to make statements to the
effect that the British both practically invented
racism and that they are now a little chicken about
it. Couple this with some of his off-the-wall
remarks about South Africa and you can see that
the Carter administration has obviously launched
an "insult our friends and amuse our enemies"
campaign.
Perhaps if the American people had to circle the
wagons and literally fight for their national existence they could identify a little more closely with
the South Africans. Nationalism, si. Racism, no.

Met Fans Experience Deja Vu

Man·aging Editor

Unlltfted_,.i...._,__,e

Tim Gallagher

Sli!l. AI-'*'-··--

Sports Editor

•
Arts & Media Editor

Peter Madrid

George Gesner

.....,..... _ofliteiM!f,

}

-

fllirH'THe

By Richard L. Scheiber

the standings. They are last, just·
like in the good ole days.
Maybe once again Mets fans can
thrill to play-by-play of Ralph Kiner
and Lindsey Nelson.
Oh well, once again Mets fans
can go to the ballpark and not
worry about the standings. They
can thrill to the .sparkling, flashy
play of the opposing team. They

can cheer when the Mets keep the
score close.
Remember this New York Mets
fans. It's not whether you win or
lose, it's how you play the game.
D. Belling

Redneck
Duckers

Editor:
As to the identity of those ducks
seen sunning themselves in the
crystal (although cloudy) pool near
the posh Scholes Hall, I know them
to be;
Willie Duck
Waylon Duck
Jerry Jeff Duck
Emmylou Duck
Hank Duck
Ray Wylie Duck
Fleetwood buck
David Allen Duck
Fleetwood is, or course, the one
with two cute female vocalists.
.
As Ever
T.A. Shanahan

lfllftht ~tee~
. , _ "'
....
iluthot .nd dCi riOt

Richard L Scheiber
_

__
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S. Africa Problem Not Racism

DOONESBURY

................... tllttot~LHO
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by Garry Trudeau
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by Garry Trudeau
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§J6f.l ®f. g~e ~f{ffi~BRED ffif{rDEH7.
2937 Monte Vista N.E.
(on the triangle)
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A_;,ta.-

our dough is handmade daily.
and ha11dspread for
topped with the fin
the best cheese
crowned with fres

•

Ham
Our Spec
. Ham &
Roast Beef & Mozzarella

Pepperoni
Salami
Beef ·
Black Olives
Bell Peppers
Onions
Mushrooms
Sausage
Bacon
Ham
Sliced Toma-·

•fi·

With One Item
Small (8 Inch)
Medium (12 Inch)
Large (14 Inch)
Frain Cheese Pizza

Vegetarian Combination
Small
Medium
Large

.

• 50

~tboall

95

s

cheese or extra cheese
With onions

On the
alley •••
between
Cornell & Stanford, S.E.

$4.25
$5,; 95
.$'7.95

E.)

a

.ffer only for
f4l>

..

Hero

/cheese)
(Covered
e and bell peppers)

25¢
50¢
60¢

Combination (All Items)
Small
Medium
Large

$1.85
$1.85

,:g,e·~~·.::••• or.

.l/llt ·~;fern-

.$2. 25

Additional Items
Small
Medium
Large

$1.35
$1,40
$1.40
$1.60
$1.60

Served with lettuce and tomatoes on

your

.
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We're Stripping the Store of Summer
Clothes
.

.

~

entitled to unclerstandmg and ,z
...
justice in church and community.'!
<\1
,
~
THIS SIMPLE STATEMENT, tl>
"I believe,'' speaks volumes to ;;·
those on both sides of the issue. I 0
0
will not attempt to address the Gay l»
=:
community, but rather I would like '<
to ask a simple question qf the 0r-'
Christian community. In compas· c:r
sion and forgiveness Christ died for 9
us. What willwe be willing to do for C'
Him? Is the church a social club for tl>
the morally elite, or a body of pea- ·..~
pie bound in love and dedicated to ' D
healing the pains of humanity? Th~;~ :::l
choice you make, fellow Christians,
determines whether the cause of .
compassion goes forward or
flounders in the pious rhetoric of
bigotry. We have 'tlll crucified
Clirist, let us not crucify one
another.

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Editor
Cheer' up New York Mets fans.
For awhile there, Mr. Rusk was making a lot of noise, but suddenly he
slipped away on a vacation about two weeks ago and the silence is deafen- The glory years of 1962 are just
in(J. We're really not too upset to find him gone, he wasn't making anyone around the corner again.
With the trading of Tom Seaver
forget Kinney anyway. All Mr. Rusk did at one recent press conferenr.e
was make snide remarks about the·mayor's administration. But Kinney to the Cincinnati Reds for four-nohasn't raised any hosannas either.
name players and the give away of
Dave Kingman to ·San Diego for
Several others at City Hall are considering the race and we .certainly two more reserves it looks like Mets
hope we get some soon.
fans are going to have to be conThe mercury is hot enough, but the race is cool as ice.
tent with their current position in

Ed.torial •oard

LET IT BE SAID here and now
that Anit~ Bryant does not repre.
sent the mpjority of Christians in
the United States, either in her
opinions or in·· her theology.
Perhaps a more sane and compas. sionate approach to the homosex.ual question can be foun_d in the
social statement of the Lutheran
Church in America concerning
"Sex, Marriage, and· the Family".
This statement reads In
part," ... Persons who engage in
homosexual behavior are sinners
only as are all other persons
alienated from God and neighbor.
However, they are often the special
and underservlng victims of prejudice and discrimination in law,
law enforcement, cultural mores,
and congregational life. In relation
to this area of concern, the sexual
behavior of freely consenting adults
in private is not an appropriate subject for legislation or police action.
It is essential to see such person~
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"The Deep", directed by Peter phine on the ship that reached an capable of.
l':(ltes, cwrently showing at the untimely anct . fated destination;
Shaw's role, similar to his part in
Cinema Eqst Twin Theatre.
· Wallach eventually ends up with the Jaws, is splendid. With an Irish and .
Rev.ie.w by George Gesner
· morphine, but not in the way he ex- poetic dialect he adds a certain ecAlthough It lacks the. biting pects. One can-look upcm .it as a centricity and w~:~rnith to his role.
suspense :and horror of Peter Ben- justifiable reward for betraying the
The flaws of the film are overchley's previous effort Jaws, The friendship and kindness o( Shaw shadowed by the beautiful
" Deep is an entertaining and visually and selling outto Gosett.
photography and exciting action
·
·
Shaw, Nolte and Bisset soon scenes. The underwater shots are
stimulating film,
Set.· .in Bermuda, two young fotget about the morphine with tl)e almost unbelievable with a scenic
tourists (Nick Nolte and Jacqueline discovery of greater treasure~ quality that · brings the viewer
Bisset) ilre · found spending their jewelery found in an old French naturally into the sea to explore its
vacation deep-sea divil)g for· ship. Unfortunately their ·secret is flora and fauna.
treasure . .Of all the treasures they leaked to Gossett and !lis men. This
accumulate, a tiny ampule with Ii- sets up a sha1]; scene (awesome, but
The flora and fauna are disturbquid seems to draw the most atten- mild) and ~:~n exciting finale that ed, though; by a giant eel which
tion. The liquid is morphine.
encts the way you'd want itto end. ,generates the first shock waves
The fact that the ~hip transporThe Deep has its downs and ups. among the audience. The eel slices a
ting 98,000 of those tiny ampules Thti plot is simple and somewhat beautiful fish in half al)d tops that
was downed at sea several years ago weak. It seems to pick up ·a little effort when he rips Gossett's head
sparks the interest of the good, the with the discovery of the jewels and off. A fight scene between two
bad and the miserable. .
· the fascinating historical aspect of monster men and several exploThe bad· man is Lou Gossett. the older sunken ship and its sions, especially the final explosion,
Gossett and his band of heinous. treasures.
.
· sparks true excitement as well. The
The aciing is miserable, outside voodoo scene in the film was conhenchmen practice violence as they
stqp at nothing to attain their goal · · the performance of Shaw. Nolte triv,ed anci misplaced. In Benchley' s
of full possession of the inorphine, .. might look gooct in bathing tn~nks,· book, the scene may have been betThe good man is Robert Shaw. but his acting could cure an in- · ter explained. ·
Shaw is a famous sea diver who somniac. Bisset received good exWhat is actually being said here,
lives in a reclusive home on the posure at the beginning of the film
island. His interest begins with the in more ways than one. It· seemed is that with a weak plot, miserable
morphine for he steals the ampule obvious that the filmmaker had acting and some filmmaking
from the ·couple, however, his in- chosen Bis~et for her physical at- mistakes, this movie is quite entributes and not her acting talents joyable and oddly enough a mild·
teres! soon sways to better things.
The miserable man is Eli of which the. stunning actress is sucess.
Wallach. He's an aging and im~
poverished alcoholic who was
responsible for packing the mor-

a free Introductory lesson
Increase your reading !PI~!!=~
50 to 100% on the spotregister for a tree·tultlon drawing.

· Friday
July 1
Sunday
July3
Monday
July4

by Koron Pllmtgahos

8rGd Whitford & Steve TJ:IIer In one of their closer moments

Aetosmlth Sizzles.~.

7:30pm

Re~iew by George G~sner
The screaming ~iren-Iike blast
brought fear and joy and served as
an omen to an excellent spectacle of
hard rock music at the Tingley Colisseul11 Tuesday night.
The, curtains were raised and the
group Albuquerque had waited for,
for so long, had finally arrived. The
group was Aerosmith, top album

Evelyn Wood
· ·Dynamics
Metsa Grande SE

-~

266~7322

•

-,

recording. artists of 1976.
out of the way, Aerosmith was hot
Unfortunately it wasn't until the and lived up to its reputation as one
third song when help came on its of the best rock groups in the
way with the powerful rocker world.
"S.O.S." The first two numbers
The band performed a long verhad this reviewer wo.rried as the· sion of "Lord of Thighs" with
acoustics and vocals were haywire, great slide guitar work by Joe·
and no sense of direction was Perry. Perry was' a bright spot in
helird,
the evening and one of the better
But with the first two numbers guitar players to have played in
town.
Steven Tyler (Jagger Jr.) put his
hard-edged vocals a step•smoother
with the classic "Dream On." The
soaring gl'itars of Brad Whitford
and Perry put some nice finishing
touches to the work.
Aen)~mith performed "Sweet
Emotion," "Walk This Way,".
"Same old Song and Dance'' and
"Toys in the Attic" with an innovative am\ powerful style.
The band pulled out all the stops
for the encore with the fast-paced
(Cont. on page 12)
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And we can o:lfer outstanding
career opportunities in a wide range
of fields.
. We will be interviewing at
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The ASUNM-GS:A Poetry
Series will present a reading by
poets Carl Mayfield and Terry
Boren~ in ~the" Honor Ce-nter's
Lo\)nge tonight at 8:00. Admission
is free.
Carl Mayfield, an Albuquerque
poet, is widely published and edits
the persistant poetry magazine, The
Margarine . Maypole Orangutan ·
Express. His current book is
Circling the Garden. Terry Boren,
also an Albuquerque poet,
. currently appeared in the anthology, Voices From the Rio
Grande.
·
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Big !;loy Combo
Salad and Fries

.CLOSEOUT
DRESSES PRICED
BELOW.
WHOLESALE

Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly
'

Chunks of
white meat deep fried to a
golden brdwn, French Fries. gravy dip,
chilled lettuce salad, your choice of dressing and dinner toast with honey.
Offer good thru June 30, 1979. One (I(JUfJQfl

O~LY$10.

EXCLUSIVE ZERLINA
KNITWEAR 100" .
ACRYLICS•100"
WOOLS. SHORTS.
SHORT DRESSES.
LONG DRESSES
P~INTS & SOLIDS
SPRING & FALL
s•zEs3T013
Bi.JY DIRECT FROM
THE WAREHOUSE
NO RETAIL MARKUP
"COME OUT TO OtfR
·wAREHOUSE FORSAV•
INGS LIKE YOU'VE
NEVER SEEN BEFORE" -

Blood
Plasma
•

Donor Center
'

8 amto5pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

per cl.(stomer per visit.

.

~~l~iJ Special
STRAWBERRY PIE!
fifth of cour•. •..
WHIPPED
TOPPING

~

.TOO!

·CJJigc:BoyG!i~::!nts
5115 Central NE
.552 Coronado Center NE
1528 Eubank NE
21 oo. . Menaul NE
. 6613 4th St. NW
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Or take home a
whole pie for
only
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ZERLINA WAREHOUSE
7001 BLUEWATER N.W.
PH. 831·6700
HOURS

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

ChickenallFilet Dinner

FINE EUROPEAN
IMPORTS VALUES
UP TO $100 PRICED
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"T.he Gabby Pahin14i Hawaiian
Band"/ Pa11ini Records BS 3023
Review by Robert Spiegel
Gabby Pahinui has been playing
traditional Hawaiian music for 45
of his 58 years.
Basically this is acoustic string
music, accented by Pahinui's excellent twelve string and steel guitar
playing. (Remember, the steel
guitar originated with Hawaiian °
music.).
.
One need not be an expert on
Hawaiian music to enjoy the beauty _ '
of this record. As my friend, Betsy,
says, "I like it; it's pretty."

coupon per customer per visit•

The University of New Mexico
on July 7, 1977

IBM~

talented musicians searching for the
road to superstardom. The route
may be harct to come by.
Noah James "Morrison" sings
better than the late Doors Cult hero
and the musicianship is better, but
the music lacks the perseverance.
· Tht: only carbon-copy element of
Nite City's sounds to the Doors is
Manzarek's keyboard work. A few
good numbers such as "Summer
Eyes," ''Bitter Sky . Blue,"
"Caught in a Panic" and "Love
Will Make.You Mellow" show promise in the group, B minus.

Present this coupon at any of the participa~ing Big Boys in your area.
OHer good thru Jufl9 30, t!J17. One coupon

D<ln mcCGfferty

•·

BIG BOY

Poets

PEOPLE

To find out about IBM and let us
find out about you, sign up for an
interview at the Placement Office or
wr.ite to: Mr. H. A. ThroDson,
_College Relations Manager,
IBM Corporation,
3424 Wilshire Boulevard,
Los Angeles, California 90010

''Rear View Mirror"lStar/and
Jl'ocal Ba11d/Windsong Records
BHLM239
Review by Jane Quesnel
Save this latest from Starland for
mellow, rainy afternoon, Many of
the songs are· of a soloist/backup
group genre, but their wort< as a
"Vocal Band" is still topnotch. .
The best cuts' on the album are
"Norfolk" • and ''St. Croix Silent
Night," on which they hit the vocal
peak they reached previously wfth
''Afternoon Delight.'' Although
"Norfolk" is a bit long,. the
dulcimers played by Margot Chapman and Tammy Danoff lend an
unusual quality! to the instrumental
backup.
·
Most of the songs were written by
Bill Danoff in collaboration with
the group, but "Too Long a
Journey," written and sung by
Jonathan Carroll ·stands out as
another must on this album. Other
good cuts include "Light of My
'Life"and the closing band "Don't
Say Forever."
"Nite City"!ZOth Century T-528
Revie.w by George Gesner .
Ray Manzarek, tired of the
obscurity, has gathered a group of

Use_ these coupons
.
and prove two can eat cheaper than one!
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At Governor's Invite

"

.

Dr. Davis ·Places Second

Racing In City Pro.blem, At ·South Eubank

wanted. At 5 games to 3, Gallegos
Dr. William E. Davis, UNM
Daily lobo
,.;ept
his momentum and was. home
president, advan~;ed to the finals in
free
to his second tournament
the third annual Governor's
victory
in three years. .
Invitational Tennis Tournament.
Last
year the tournament was
Henry Gallegos of the State High- · .
. . .
won
by
Apodaca. This year, the
way Department defeated Davis in bounce and to hit the ball where
governor
received the top seed in
the exciting. first set 7-6 and 6-3 in Davis was not.
the
tourney.
Second seed, br. Glen
thesecond. ·
The score was Gallegos 4, Davis 3 Gares, a former UNM football
Tournament participants included
in
'the second set. Davis started to player, was eliminated in the first
eighteen employes of state
lob
over Gallegos' strong attack, round. There were many upsets in
governm.ent including Governor
buf
most
of the Jobs were out, and the tournament, as there was an
Apodaca. Davis met Governor
when
they
were shallow, Gallegos obvious improvement in the quality
Apodaca in the semi-finals and
-was
able
to
place the ball where he of the
defeated the governor with scores
of6-0 and 6-2.
Davis is an exceptionally consistent player and has a large
repertoire of "spin" shots that his
opponents fou.nd difficult and
confusing.
'
It was an exciting first set in the
finals as Gallegos was barely able to·
get by Davis in a five-point tie-

Sports

By Peter Madrid
.
It's Saturday night on East Central and the traffic flow is relatively
light. Robert, 18, a senior. in high
school, signals right and turns
down south Eubank where cars are
already beginning to accumulate.
Although Robert has a fast car,
he is going to south Eubank to
watch the races instead of participating.
Up until a month ago when a 17
year old boy was killed taking a
solo
run on south Eubank, the most
popular spot in the city for racing,
drag racing was almost a weekly
event for high school students in the
city.
Since the 1950's, drag racing has
been going on at south Eubank.
After the boy was killed there, the
racing has be.en very limited and
usually takes place late at night.
Police make their hourly beat on
the boulevard and chase away the
kids that part on the dirt shoulder
for fear that more races will take
place.
Robert, who .first went with his
older brother, said, "To me, south
Eubank is just a place to hang out.
Sure, the racing is there; but people
all race ·once in their life.''
Robert said the racing isn't only
limited to boys in cars. "I've seen
all types of vehicles racing out
there. Also, girls will take a run
once in a while. I've seen little Hon-

••
UNM President William qavis
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Uniforms Expensive

ALL l6®\Y!Do$t SALE

By David Belling

CONTIN.UED

Uniforms are another big expense for UNM athletic teams. Last
year UNM spent $3669 to buy
uniforms for football, track,
baseball and wrestling.
When the Lobo basketball team
comes down the ramp in University
Arena, each player will be wearing
about $130 in unifo~ms and warmups.
In football, a player's game pants
cost $48 and his game jersey costs
$24. Last year UNM bought 21 new
game jerseys for $502 and 14 pairs
of game pants for $671,
Under new UNM Head Baseball
Coach .Vince Cappelli, the basseball
team has a new look. They spent
over $1700 to buy 30 uniforms.
The football coaches spent $80
last year on each football coach to
buy shirts, pants, shoes; jackets and
.
baseball caps.
Ed Filmer, UNM assistant
equipment manager, said prices on
athletic equipment has. gone up in
the last few years, some as much as

20%0FF

lobo

me·n 1 s

'•-'

shop
2120 Central 5. E.

243-6954

northern down insulation
jContour cut baffle system
Fully baffled foot

$10 to $15 an item. For example, he
said that football shoes in 1973 cost
$19 and they now cost $34. Also
shoulder pads in 73' cost $28; they
now cost $51.
To deten;nine what equipment
each sport will need for the next
season, Filmer gets together with
each sport's coach and they decide
what is needed.
UNM athletic equipment is .worn
until it's worn-out said Robert
DoBell, associate director of UNM
athletics. If clothing is usable, then
they give it away. I( they give it
away to high schools, there is often
a size problem. Filmer said, "Some
of it we give to charity·
organizations when we can't use it.
We· don't destroy anything
somebody can get use out of.'; He
said they destroy anything which is
unservicable.
All the equipment purchased by
the athletic department must be
bought according to the New
Mexico State purchasing law. For
purchases under $500, equipment
must be bought at the best obtainable price. Purchases of $500 to
$750 require three oral bids. For
purchases of$750 to$1750, written
quotations must be sent out.
Total equipment expense in each
sport for 1976 was: football,,
$20, 743; baseball, $526; basketball,
$4576; golf, approximately $1500;
gymnastics, $1076; skiing, $1595;
swimming, $904; tennis, $3663;
track, $3021 and wrestling, $1552.

Cross block baffle

An error was made in the amount
of money the athletic department
spends on sports equipment. The
correct figure is $73,897.93 and ne!
$783,897.93.
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By David Belling
UNM will receive $63'00 for the
radio rights to Lobo football and
basketball, and it will receive $8600
for television rights to Lobo basketball for the 1977-78 seasons.
KOB-TV Will televise the basketball games with Henry Tafoya doing the play-by-play. Twenty-seven
games will be televised, 17 home
and 10 on the road. The road
games will be shown live and the
home games will be seen on a delay
basis at 10:30 p.m.
Ike Singer, assistant athletic
director, said that because of expected sell-outs for the New Mexico State and the University of
Nevada-Las Vegas games here,
these two games will be televised
live.
KOB radio will broadcast the
football and basketball games on
radio with Mike Roberts doing the
play-by-play. These were the only
bids UNM received for the rights to
broadcast Lobo games.
UNM originally asked for·
minimum bids of $20,000 for the
basketball television rights but
didn't receive any bids. It then ask·
ed for any bids and only KOB submitted an offer.
Last season because of the low
bids received for the basketball
gl}mes UNM gave the rights to
KNME-TV. Singer said, "We were
pleased with the job they did last
year, but the budget they submitted this year was
too costly

Sale Price $125.00
Regular Price $156.00
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there watching the races and decided to leave.A road block had been
set up at the intersection of Central
and Eubank. I was in my mother's
car and wouldn't you know the
brake and light sticker had expired.''

Robert said one of the main
reasons boys go out there to race is
to show what they have.
"They race out there for the hell
of it.'' he said, People may go out
there to drink and watch the races
but I've never seen it get rowdy."
In' closing, Robert said, "No
matter what the cops do, the people
who race out at south Eubank will
always find a place to race. I don't
see anything wrong ·with this
place."
' There are various organizations

in the city that sanction legal drag
t::l
racing at Albuquerque Dragway. 10'
:::
Perhaps the few who dare to race at '<
south Eubank feel the stipulations I""
0
are 'too much to ask for and would a'
rather take their chances with their .?
......
c:
cars and with the law.
Editor's Note: This is thE/ jirs.t in a
thrE!e-part series on the problem of
illegal racing in Albuquerque. The
first part is a young man's view of
racing on South Eubank. Nex.t
week a police officer gives his view.

'
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Singer said the reasons last
season:s bid for the basketball
television rights were were because
it wasn't known if the Lobos would
have an attractive team which
would make it easy to sell advertis·
ing. The costs have also increased
greatly, he said.
Singer said that this season the
television stations took a wait-andsee attitude again because the
Lobo basketball situation again appears somewhat unsettled.

.

z

~
0

Last season UNM had to pay part
of the cost to televise the games
because KNME could only pay part
of the cost. A foundation was planning to underwrite the telecasts but
this plan fell through.
~

~

;;·

KOB Gets TV Bid

~~~"

2-wav separating nylon
ladder coil zipper

da Civics . racing each other out
there.''
Robert sliid the averag!l age of
the racer on south Eubank is between 17 and 20, and the average age
of the spectator between IS and 20.
He. said the most popular nights to
race are Friday and Saturday bet·
ween II and midnight when. the
races at nearby Speedway Park are
over.
''A line has been painted· on the
highway," Robert said. "A car will
pull up to the line and wait until he
is challenged by another car."
The racer will most often be an
upperclassmen in high school or
someone who has just graduated.
Robert said, "Someone like a
sophomore who can't afford a hot
shot car will race in 'daddy's car.'
These younger kids just go out
there mainly to watch.''
The younger and inexperienced
south Eubank goer will tend to
panic .and scatter when the police
come. The police will head east on
Eubank, turn around by the back
gate to Kirtland Air Force Base and
turn on the red flashing lights. T)lis
is the signal for the people congregated on the shoulder to leave
thearea. · ·
From time to time, the police will
set up a road block at the top of
south Eubank in order to
discourage the kids from hanging
out on boulevard.
·
Robert said, "Once I was out

l..

Four Perfonnances
at POPEJOY HALL
Saturday, July 9th
&
Sunday, July lOth
1:30 and 3:30
each day

o:::~:tyM]:~:e~!~;=:r

featuring:
l.inda Bergman, Ken Bibeau, Anna Constailtz,
Cathy ~ravens, John Gardner, Susan flafenfeld,
Bill Hayden, Jerry Jacobs, John Mattys,
Jennifer Novak, Pat Mead, Juliette Peavy

!o

Albuquerque Children's Theatre is proud to present the definitelydiffetent versi~n. ~fCINDERELLA.
the_ standard
story, it has added flying footmen, pie· throwing Kings, an invisible wall, the poss1b1hty of gh.osts, cook1e-steahng cats,
singing villains, a tap·dancing fairy godmother, and a shoe•trying-on scene to end all shoe-trymg-on scenes. Plus a cast
of favorite actors from Classic Theatre Company, Albuquerque 'civic Light Opera, and the ACT regulars, including the
·~,...,.."' Albuquerque Children's Theatre Ballet Company. Definitely a show for the whole family. Get your tickets early.

iN ADVANCE~St.lS or SI.OO for groups of tOot more
All Tickets $1.50 DAY of PERFORMANCE
Tickets at Popejoy Hall Box Office - 277-3121
· And All Ticket Master Outlets·
For furthet information, call A.C.T. at 268-6561
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Bad Budworms
Weeded Out

Alumns Get Head
Peggy
Ritchie
of
Albuquerque took over as president
of the UNM Alumni Association at
an association board meeting
Saturday,
·
Mts. Ritchie, a member of
UNM's class of 1950, has served as
chairman of the association's
finance committee. She succeeds
Albuquerque businessman Bill
Brannin as president of the 50,000-

A plan to monitor ~he effects that the spraying Clf t.he Western Spruce
B\ldworm has on other animal populations in northern New Mexico is being implemented by the UNM department e~fbiology.
Dr. Norman J. Scott, adjunct associate professor of biology, said "This
is the first time there hils been any monitoring in the western United St11tc:~
to determine the: i~;~~pact (of spruce budworm spraying) on non-target
species."
.
The study is being funded with a $9980 grant from the U.S. Forest Service.
The insecticide, "Sevin", is being sprayed on 34,000 acres in the Santa
·Fe National Forest and 3500 acres in the Jemez Pueblo Indian Reservation,
Sandoval and Rio Arriba Counties.
A summer institute to familiarize
Scott said Sevin "is a common garden insecticide which is safe for Native American students with the
vertebrates, but is pretty effective on insects." But, the full impact that the profession and study of engineering
insecticide might have on birds and other animal populations is not exactly will be held, July 11 through Aug.
5, .at ~he UNM College of
~nown.
Engmeermg.
"Any impacts of spraying on vertebrates will be most likely seen in the
The institute is being sponsored
survival of nestling and fledgling birds,'' he said.
by UNM's Native American
To monitor the 'effect of the insecticide on other animals, Scott said cen- Program, College .of Engineering
suses of the bird populations in the spray zones are taken before and after (NAPCOE) with contributions
each spray.
The feeding rates of nestlings are also being studied since some of the insecticide's effects might show up through the food chain, he said.
Scott said he believes the project will result in a "good monitoring plan
to be implemented in future spraying efforts."
Reincarnation will be the topic of
discussion
at two lectures given by
Scott is conducting the project with the help of two ornithologists from.
Alan
Howard,
internationally
the Museum of Northern Arizona in Flagstaff and UNM biology graduate
known
lecturer
on
the works of
students, )3ob Reynolds, Jean Duke and Diane Chavez.
Rudolf Steiner.
The project is scheduled to run through September of 1978.

member Alumni Association and
will serve a one-year term.
New board members certified at
the meeting include Albuquerque
residents. William C. Camp, V.
William Dolan Jr., Robert W.
Elder, Glenn Emmons, Eldred
Harrington, Stan Hultberg Jr.,
Thelma Mock, Ed Mahr, Mannie
Orosco, Elizabeth Otero, David E.
Simms and H. Tom Taylor.·

Other new board members are
Betty Jean Blankley of Anthony;
Albert Chavez, Clovis; Edward
Fogelman, Las Vegas; David L,
Irion, Hobbs; Harry Lee, San
Mateo; Virgil 0. McCollum Ill,
Carlsbad; Lawrence M. Pickett,
Las Cruces; Pete Sahd, Penasco;
Barry F. Stout, Truth of Consequences; W.H. Sultemeier,
Espanola, and Philip M. Wiegel,
Tucumcari.

Profession Explained UNM Cops
from private industries, said
Dominic Jaramillo, administrative
assistant for NAPCOE and
coordinator of the institute.
Jara':flillo sai~ he expects about
25 Nauve Amencan students from
various parts of the nation, but
mainly from New Mexico and
· Arizona, to participate in the institute.

SecondTimeAround

The Backpacking St~ve

Howard will speak on the "The
Logic of Reincarnation", Thursday, July 7, at 7:30 p.m. and on
"Reincarnation as a Way of Life",
Friday, July 8, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Kiva on the University of New Mexico campus. Admission is free.
Howard was a teacher for many
years in Rudolf Steiner schools in
England and served as faculty advisor to the Waldorf School in
Toronto, Canada. He is now a
writer and lecturer.
The lectures are sponsored by the
San Miguel Group of New Mexico
and the Anthroposophical Society
of America and Students for Anthroposophy.
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foundation
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4 Respected
35 .Mild oath
5 Period of
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study •
24 Moves
dirt
name
6 Egg-shaj:led
swiltly: In- 45-Evaiuator
38 Choke.
7 Korean
formal
47 Encouraged
39 Tabletop
soldier
26 Unearth: 2
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41 Mr.
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27 Enraged
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feature
28 Wakefulness 53 French---to friends
10 "A bird in--- 30 Biblical
54 Revelry
42 Ancient
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place
55 The dishes
African city 11 Man's
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served
genus
32 Miss Drew
56 China:
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12 As neat as- 33 Remove
Comb. form
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58 City on. the
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table
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1B Danish
48 Concede
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40 Eating
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2368. 717
TYPING. M.A. ·E!lslish: SeleCtri~.- On campus. 296·85.64. 7/28
"'TYPINO, 1st quality, 883·7787." tfn
PRIDE MOTORS . offers exp~rt comprehen_sive.

StUDY In Quito, Ecuador next se~ester. l'nfor~
matlon 229 Ortcsa~ 277·2636. 6/30
1\IDESI RIPESI RIDES! Split e•penoes, s~are
driving. l'fC Rideline, 265-9860, 296·5288. 7/7
EU~OPE, $389 Rpund trip, open end! Inter~
continental· Tr;J.vel centre, 1.07 Girard Plvd SE 1 Suite

L,

255-683Q,

29~·S28R,

27, Eight weeks. Call265-3012.

ABOUT TIME. Central air, four fenced rogms. Kiqs,
pets. $125. Call262-l75l •. Valley Rentals. Small fee.
6/30

BEST UNM furnished apar,tment/i, one block from
campus, Lower summer r41tes, ·piUs paid. Swimming
pool, refrigerated air, nicely furnished newer com·
plex. Adults, no pets. $(55-$170. 20l-io5-209
CoiumbiaSE. 255-2685. 7/28
ABOVE ALJ.., SHADED 2·bedroom, fenced yard,

Valley

CAMPUS OFFICE
ORTEGA HALL· ROOM 233
Tu.,Th.,Fri. • 3:30-5:30pm
OrCall277

Rentals. Small fc:e. 6/30
2-BEDROOM

DUPLEX. Green
.shaded yard, patio, kids and pels, $135, Call 2621751, Valley Rentals. Smi!:ll fee. 6/30
LUXURY APARTMENT, 2 bedroom, garage, wall·

to·wall carpeting, <:Uslom drapes, washer a~:td dryer,
pri.vatc yard. wrought iron security. 606 Madison

N.E. 255·5485. 6/30
ABANDON HIGH RENTI Ca[poted 2·bedroom,

Grassy yard. Kids. $120. Call2~2·1751, Valley
Rcnlals. Small fee. 6/30
ALL BILLS PAID. l·bedroom, family room,
fireplace, fenced yard, airj kids _and pets. $145, Call
262·1751, Valley Rentals. Small fee. 6/30

Take it with you •••

ABATE COSTS. Comfy !-bedroom, fenced yard,

air. $70, utilities paid, Call262·1751, Valley Rentals.
Small fee. 6/.30
•

but go light

Fot Sale

with

1972 YAMAHA 650, eXcellent condition, extrenicl)i'
clean, extras. Bill, 898·3148 before llam, 256--1939

i!fterllam. 717
'
.
AUDI IOOLS '73. 34,000 miles, well maintained, 4·
speed. New front struts. $2600. J4S~SI38, 256-1163.

the fin~st in

6130

.' •• :y . .

SUMMER SALE: LEVIS in all sizes between $7 ,SO
and S8.9S. Women's fashion tops only $4,50 at
California Fashion Outlet 2318 Central SE 1 across
from campus. 2Mi:H96, 6/30
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2320 Central Ave. SE • 268·4876
Hours Monday thru Friday 10-6 Saturday 8·5

SPECIAL COUPON
OFFER!

Rl€1/ti~A~N~T/()111
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..

GOLDEN FRIED
CHICKEN

1Y1D.UKTAIKS

Starts Friday
July 1st

JUI.V 8,

-

7't.3Q PM :
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"PART TIME: Sales Clcrk&slocking, Must beover21
years old. Apply In person, no phone calls. SAVE·
WA'f Liquor Stores, S704 Lomas Blvd. NE. 5516
Mcnaul Blvd. NE. 717

as

2:

(>

~

Employmen~

We're sure you're one of the backpackers who wants to "take nothing but pictures, leave nothing
but footprints." One of the easiest and most efficient ways_ to leave your campsite exactly as you
found it is to use a stove for cooking. The Optimus 99 is light and compact, yet will boil a quart of
water in sbc minutes. The stove has a self cleaning burner. One t<l.nkful of gas will last approximately
1 hour and 15 min. The lid of the stove serves a saucepan. Windshield is included. Total weight of
stove: 11/31bs. Capacity of tank 1/3 pint. Price: $34.00
.
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Fo• Rent

AFORDABLE
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~

9083, Mike the Spike. 717
TYPING BY EXECUTIVE socretary. Cali 296·3138
after 6pm for imformation. 6/30

262~1751,

(II

w

INTERNATIONAL

,,.;

R

IIUYINOQASEBALL & fOOTBALL cords, 190Q to
1970, Rich~rd, 299·4687. 6/30
'-

6/30

air, kids and pets, $155, Call

-

(JQ

p

OPIIMUSCR)

'

happily recuperating from the LOBO (and Dick).
Free at last ,.. Harriet~ 6/30

VOL.V9 MECHANIC; Good work guaranteed. 247·

Girard • Central

'•

898R

massage, ~;:ontemporary wom~n's lit~rature, self·
defense, hiking, yoga; more. Starting week of June

New Triangle Disco

'

n~ ag~nts. 898~0868,

0866. 7128
BONNIE: AUGUST CAME early this ~ear, A111

LSAT·MCAT REVIIlW COURSES. Prcpore now,
Call PENM 842·5200. tfn
COMMUNITY CLASSES FOR womeq, bicycling,

At8

,.

7/7

only $9, 266·3663, 10 a,m.·S p.m. 6/30
WANTED: HOME WITH rcasonalile down

payment. Plep.se,

. 2 PCS. GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN
POTATO SALAD OR COLESLAW OR FRENCJI
FRIES, BEVERAGE
REG. $1.29 VALUE

USE OUR·CONVENIENT
DRIVE UP WINDOW
AT 1830 l.OMAS AT VALE.
OTHER LOCATIONS:
5431 Central NW
10015 CENTRAL NE
MONTGOMERY Et
JUANTABO

HOURS:

WITH THIS COUPON

REDEEM AT1830LOMAS.ATYALE

6, 1977

\

~

~

mtscellaneous

service fot most makes of imported cars·. ''BritiSh
cars o'ur specialw.'' 25ti·1763. Open T\lesda~
Saturday. 717
UNM 'Music Major wants s~udents for beginning
piano. Reasonable. 243-2368·. 717

D4NCING NIGII'LY

i

Spht e~penses, lnfonnntioQ at lntcrcorHinental
Travel Centre, 107 Girard IJ\Vd SE. 26S-9860 .29&5288, •
717
'

PARKING one blciCk from SUI!, Summer semester

Ttavel

1

A $9900 grant awarded by the
Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration (LEAA) to UNM
Police and Parking Services will be
used to upgrade the department's
communications system, said Berry
D. Cox, director of UNM Police
and Parking Services,
Cox said the grant would be used
for the purchase of a new com•
munications base station, a new
antenna to be mounted on the roof
of the UNM Fine Arts Center and
emergency power back-up units.
Cox said the department has not
had a "significant update" of its
communications system since the
mid-1940's. "We've been using
antiquated and worn-out equipment," he said.
Cox said he expects the new
equipment will allow ·the department "to. overcome some of the
radio deadspots on certain areas of
the campus. It will also give us
greater geographical capability and
the reception will be more clear."
There is still "a tremendous
need" for replacing the department's portable radio units, he
said.
The new equipment will be
purchased and in use by early
summer or late fall, he said.
Cox said, to his knowledge, this
is the first grant ever awarded by
the LEAA to UNM Police and
Parking Services.
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The blon~ bom.bets (Btad Whltf9td & Joe _Hamilton) of Aetosmlth
.
.

.,

· ... Nozoreth Negotory
cont.. from

P. 6

high energy rocker "Train Kept A
·Rolling" which the group fused into ".Helter Skelter. '' The night was
·
complete,
.
Opening the show for Aerosmith
was a four-mao group from
Scotlanp, called Nazareth. With the
exception of "Love Hurts," "This
~light Ton!¥~t". (written by· Joni

·Photos

Mitchell) ancl the encore number
the group's performance wa~
mediocre.
~• ·
·
Dan McGCaffertys' vocals were .
just a series of screams. The man
has no voice. Manny Charlton's
guitar Work had its moments, but,
on the whole, it lacked any
semblance of musical form and
progression.
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